Purchasing and supply management professionals recognize the value of aggressive transactional sourcing, as well as of having cooperative relationships with suppliers. But what mix of transactional and relational purchasing are organizations using, and which should they use? A novel instrument is developed to measure organizations’ use of transaction purchasing, electronic purchasing, interactive purchasing, and network purchasing. Four mixes of practices are identified and labeled “transactional,” “interpersonal dyadic,” “interpersonal network,” and “integrative relational” configurations. Organizations using an integrative relational configuration generally outperform others. Irrespective of configuration, organizations use more interactive and network purchasing with suppliers of direct inputs but more transaction purchasing with suppliers of indirect inputs. (Keywords: Purchasing, Suppliers, Strategic management)

Some 25 years ago, a purchasing and supply management revolution took place in North America and Western Europe. With it came a change in supplier relationships. No longer were these relationships only adversarial and arm’s-length; many of those became instead much closer and more cooperative, and often embedded in a wider network of suppliers and their suppliers, customers and their customers, and other stakeholders. The role of purchasing and supply management, as a business function, is to manage the organization’s external resources and acquire inputs by the best means possible. Traditionally, purchasing has revolved around single transactions or short-term contracts, with much of the emphasis being on low price. However, manufacturing organizations typically spend 50-75 percent of their revenues on purchasing materials and services; and by the late 1990s, a growing need to improve quality and reduce costs in the face of international competition had led organizations to realize that purchasing and supply management offered enormous potential for more strategic management of costs, risks, and value.
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North America and Western Europe thus looked for inspiration to countries such as Japan, where cooperative supplier relationships had been common practice since the 1960s. Organizations such as Chrysler, Sony, Toyota, and Xerox reduced the number of suppliers for their components and raw materials, and their remaining supplier relationships became more cooperative and relational. In transactional exchanges, the buying organization and its supplier treat each other as adversaries in a zero-sum game, with no expectation of exchange beyond the current contract. By contrast, the new relational exchanges push the buying organization and its supplier to work together to increase mutual benefits, make dedicated investments, and develop expectations beyond the contract terms. This shift toward more relational purchasing practices coincided with the emergence of a more strategic role for purchasing, which required purchasing managers to rely more on integrative partnerships with a limited number of key suppliers.

Existing studies have assumed purchasing practices are either transactional or relational. Purchasing today, however, involves both transactional and relational practices, often through a mix of arm’s-length transactional relationships and close cooperative relationships with suppliers. Relational exchanges have attracted significant attention from academia in areas such as transaction cost economics, sociological approaches, and supply chain management; and research has highlighted the advantages of cooperative relationships with suppliers. These can include, for example, reduced costs, improved product quality, and reduced lead times. Yet cooperative relationships remain costly to manage and increase the buyer’s dependence on the supplier. Such relationships may therefore not be applicable in all situations. Because buyers engage in both transactional and relational purchasing, it is vital to understand more about how and why they decide which approach to take. That is, how do buyers choose, or mix, different purchasing practices, and how do different purchasing practices affect organizations’ performance?

Evaluating how a specific choice of supply relationships relates to an organization’s performance is only possible if the organization can measure the type and strength of its purchasing relationships and then judge those relationships against specific performance indicators. Managers thus need a toolbox.

For marketing practices, for example, a toolbox has led to a better awareness of “how firms relate to their [customer] markets in a manner that integrates both traditional and more modern views of marketing, and incorporates an understanding of both the antecedents and consequences of different practices.” This also includes an understanding of the role played by marketing. The marketing toolbox presents managers with a robust and well-tested way of evaluating what they are doing, using indicators based on the exchange and managerial aspects of marketing practices.
Building a toolbox for purchasing requires purchasing to be categorized into transactional and relational practices. This article puts forward a new framework and a novel measurement instrument. What this proposed framework does in particular is:

- to identify fundamental aspects that distinguish different types of purchasing practices, especially those related to the exchange and management of purchasing rather than those related to differences in the purchasing function itself;
- to assess what different hybrid forms, or mixes, of transactional and relational purchasing are being used; and
- to relate the way in which purchasing is practiced to performance outcomes.

The framework addresses a range of important questions. What relative emphasis do organizations place on transactional and relational aspects of purchasing? Does relational purchasing occur across all types of organizations? Do organizations practice either transactional or relational purchasing, or is there a hybrid form that is more appropriate? Do purchasing practices depend on the materials and services being supplied? Are higher performance outcomes correlated with particular (mixes of) purchasing practices?

The proposed framework characterizes the key aspects of different purchasing practices, and has been used to examine the actual purchasing practices of 202 U.S. organizations and what influence those practices have on performance outcomes. The framework captures the exchange and managerial aspects of purchasing, as they relate to four types of purchasing practices.

The Purchasing Practices Framework

Design of the Purchasing Practices Framework

One important distinction is between a supply management approach that is primarily transactional and one that emphasizes network coordination, including the supply chain. Thus transaction purchasing refers to the use of aggressive sourcing (continuously searching for new suppliers) to obtain goods and services on the best terms possible, whereas network purchasing involves positioning the organization within a wider organizational system or network. Two additional practices are possible: electronic purchasing and interactive purchasing. With electronic purchasing, organizations use the internet and other one-to-one and one-to-many technologies to create and mediate data exchanges with suppliers; and interactive purchasing implies personal interactions between employees and individual suppliers.

It is important to note here that electronic purchasing as an approach to supplier management is not the same as electronic procurement. Electronic procurement refers to the collection of tools—usually based on internet technology—that support the purchasing function. Examples might include electronic auctions, marketplaces, or ordering systems. However, electronic auctions, for example, cannot serve as relationship management tools; they imply aggressive sourcing, or transaction purchasing. In contrast, electronic purchasing as defined here uses the internet.
and other information technologies as a means of facilitating relationships with suppliers, for example by using a supplier portal.

As reflected in the framework, all four purchasing practices are significantly different to one another in how the buying organization manages its exchange relationships with suppliers and interacts with them. For example, both the frequency of communication and the nature of the interdependency between an organization and its suppliers differ between transaction purchasing and the three relational purchasing practices (electronic purchasing, interactive purchasing, and network purchasing). Likewise, there are also differences among those relational purchasing practices themselves.

The proposed measurement instrument aims to investigate purchasing practices across a wide range of organizations and industry sectors. The measures used must therefore be general enough to have relevance across that range, yet the positions should also be specific enough to capture different practices of purchasing. Eight formative indicators are used to characterize transactional and relational practices, as summarized briefly in Table 1 and defined in more detail below; each purchasing practice can be determined by a combination of these formative indicators. Table 1 also includes a general indicator that captures the essence of each purchasing practice (and which is used when testing the external validity of the measuring instrument, see later in Sidebar).

- **Purpose of Exchange**—In relational purchasing, buying organizations develop closer and more collaborative relationships with a smaller number of suppliers. In each of the three forms of relational purchasing practices the aims are slightly different. In electronic purchasing, it is about developing relationships that are facilitated by electronic data interchange systems; for interactive purchasing, it is to develop interpersonal relationships with suppliers; and in network purchasing, it is to develop relationships with all relevant parties in the wider organizational network. Transaction purchasing is different again: here the aim is to obtain competitively priced components and raw materials and achieve cost savings through competitive bidding among many suppliers.

- **Nature of Communication**—Although organizations with transaction purchasing interact with many suppliers and tend to use one-fits-all communication, organizations that use relational practices reduce the size of their supply base and communicate more—at different levels, and in more complex relationships—with the suppliers that remain. This can include technology-enabled communications in electronic purchasing, personal interactions in interactive purchasing, and senior managers interacting across organizations in network purchasing.

- **Type of Contact**—Whereas transaction purchasing uses short-term, arm’s-length relationships, relational purchasing involves longer-term, collaborative relationships. These are often at a strategic level, with a wider range of business partners. Thus, transaction purchasing is characterized by impersonal contact, whereas relational purchasing is characterized by technology-enabled, interactive contact in electronic purchasing, interpersonal contact...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Transactional Perspective</th>
<th>Relational Perspective</th>
<th>Network Purchasing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transaction Purchasing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose of exchange:</strong></td>
<td>achieve cost savings or other 'financial' measure(s) of performance (monetary transactions)</td>
<td>create information-generating dialogue with many identified suppliers</td>
<td>form relationships with a number of organizations in our supply market(s) or wider purchasing system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nature of communication:</strong></td>
<td>our organization using undifferentiated communications with all suppliers</td>
<td>our organization using technology to communicate with and possibly among many individual suppliers</td>
<td>senior managers networking with other managers from a variety of organizations in our supply market(s) or wider purchasing system across firms in the broader network (from impersonal to interpersonal contact)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of contact:</strong></td>
<td>arm's-length, impersonal with no individualized or personal contact transactions that are discrete or one-off (i.e. not ongoing)</td>
<td>interactive via technology such as the Internet</td>
<td>interpersonal (e.g., involving one-to-one interaction between people)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration of exchange:</strong></td>
<td>mainly at a formal business level</td>
<td>technology-based interactivity that is ongoing and real-time</td>
<td>interpersonal interaction that is ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Formality of exchange:</strong></td>
<td>continuously search for new suppliers to find the best deal (i.e., low prices)</td>
<td>mainly at a formal level, yet customized and/or personalized via interactive technologies</td>
<td>at both a formal business level and informal social level on a one-to-one basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managerial intent:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>create two-way, technology-enabled data exchanges with our suppliers</td>
<td>develop cooperative relationships with our suppliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network Purchasing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose of exchange:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nature of communication:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of contact:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration of exchange:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Formality of exchange:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managerial intent:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TABLE 1.** Indicators Pertaining to Purchasing Practices (continued from previous page)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Transactional Perspective</th>
<th>Relational Perspective</th>
<th>Network Purchasing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transaction Purchasing</td>
<td>Electronic Purchasing</td>
<td>Interactive Purchasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial focus:</td>
<td>the purchase item and its price</td>
<td>managing IT-enabled relationships with many individual suppliers</td>
<td>one-to-one relationships with suppliers, or individuals in supplier organizations we deal with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our purchasing strategy is focused on issues related to:</td>
<td>specifying products, negotiations, ordering, and expediting activities</td>
<td>operational assets (IT, website, logistics) and functional systems integration (e.g., purchasing with IT)</td>
<td>establishing and building personal relationships with individual suppliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial investment:</td>
<td>operational assets (IT, website, logistics) and functional systems integration (e.g., purchasing with IT)</td>
<td>developing personal interactions between employees and individual suppliers</td>
<td>positioning organization within a wider organizational system or network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our purchasing resources (i.e., people, time, and money) are invested in:</td>
<td>managing IT-enabled relationships with many individual suppliers</td>
<td>establishing and building personal relationships with individual suppliers</td>
<td>developing our organization’s network relationships within our supply market(s) or wider purchasing system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General indicator:</td>
<td>using aggressive sourcing (continuously search for new suppliers) to obtain purchase items at the most favorable conditions</td>
<td>using the Internet and other interactive technologies to create and mediate data exchanges between our organization and our suppliers</td>
<td>developing personal interactions between employees and individual suppliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall, our organization’s general approach to our direct suppliers (of product-related items) involves:</td>
<td>developing personal interactions between employees and individual suppliers</td>
<td>developing personal interactions between employees and individual suppliers</td>
<td>developing personal interactions between employees and individual suppliers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: An additional aspect relating to the managerial level initially appeared in the framework: "In our organization, purchasing activities are carried out by: operational and tactical purchasers (transaction purchasing); cross-functional buying teams, that is, purchasing specialists with technology specialists and possibly senior managers (electronic purchasing); many employees, that is, across functions and levels (interactive purchasing); or the managing director or chief executive officer (network purchasing)." This aspect was later discarded because there was little support for such aspect in the literature and from discussions with practitioners and it had poor external validity. As a complement to the support found in the literature, all practices were checked with both practitioners and academic experts.
in interactive purchasing, and inter-organizational contact across organizations in a wider network in network purchasing.  

- **Duration of Exchange**—Transaction purchasing has a focus on a single transaction or contract, whereas relational purchasing focuses on an ongoing interaction, whether that is technology-based in electronic purchasing, interpersonal in interactive purchasing, or across a wider organizational network of purchasing relationships in network purchasing.  

- **Formality of Exchange**—Organizations with an arm’s-length approach to purchasing limit their exchanges with suppliers to formal modes. The relational approaches, on the other hand, combine formal and informal modes, such that organizations become embedded in social interactions and networks.  

- **Managerial Intent**—Relational purchasing attempts to create technology-enabled exchanges with suppliers in electronic purchasing, build interpersonal relationships with specific suppliers in interactive purchasing, and coordinate activities in the purchasing network in network purchasing. This is very different to transaction purchasing, where organizations continuously search for new suppliers in order to find the best deal.  

- **Managerial Focus**—Whereas transaction purchasing is preoccupied with purchase items and prices, managing IT-enabled relationships with suppliers represents the heart of electronic purchasing, including automated data input and electronic data interchange between buyers and suppliers. The relationships are fewer in number but more individualized in both interactive purchasing and network purchasing, and the latter includes relationships with partners from the organization’s wider purchasing and supply network.  

- **Managerial Investment**—An organization that is pursuing relational purchasing invests significant and specialized resources to attract, develop, and retain strategic supplier relationships. The investments and resources involved include information and communication technologies in electronic purchasing, personal relationships in interactive purchasing, and network relationships in network purchasing. In contrast, to obtain lower prices from suppliers, an organization that uses transaction purchasing invests resources in specifying components and raw materials, as well as in negotiating, ordering, and expedition activities.  

The proposed purchasing practices framework enables an organization to score high, for example, on both transaction purchasing and electronic purchasing and low on the other two practices, or perhaps to score low on transaction purchasing and high on all three forms of relational purchasing practices. That is, the four practices of purchasing are not mutually exclusive. Frameworks that describe the organizational management of supplier relationships only as either type A or type B may fail to recognize all existing types of supplier relationships. For example, some organizations continuously search for new suppliers to find the best deal, whereas others believe that they can add value to their supplier relationships by combining that type of practice with relational practices, for
example technologies that allow the organization to exchange data with suppliers and develop one-to-one relationships.

Surveying Organizations’ Purchasing Practices

To get a better understanding of organizations’ purchasing practices, this study used a nationwide survey of purchasing managers in U.S. organizations. The survey was based on the proposed purchasing practices framework. From its databases, the Institute of Supply Management (ISM) provided contact details for 3,322 randomly selected members representing manufacturing, wholesaling and retailing, and service organizations (standard industrial classification codes: 20-39, 52-59, and 70-89). All respondents were contacted by regular mail; the packets contained a copy of the questionnaire (including the purchasing practices framework), a cover letter, a letter from ISM endorsing the study, and a pre-paid return envelope. Respondents could either return their completed questionnaire by mail or fill out an online version. This procedure produced 202 valid returned questionnaires. It should be noted that the respondent sampling includes only ISM members, who are fairly representative of U.S. organizations and might be relatively well-educated purchasing professionals, and that for each organization only one individual was asked to complete and return the questionnaire.

The questionnaire consisted of six parts. In the first part, respondents provided details of their organization, the degree to which technology was used in the organization, and the part played by information technology. These questions recognize that technology is an important driver of change in the purchasing domain. All measures in this part of the questionnaire were taken from previous studies.

In the second part of the questionnaire, respondents were asked to distinguish between suppliers of direct inputs (or “primary suppliers”) and suppliers of indirect inputs (or “secondary suppliers”). Direct inputs are those materials and services that appear in the buying organization’s final products or services such as wood for furniture; indirect inputs are those which do not, for example, office stationery. Direct inputs are also known as revenue-generating, primary, or bill-of-materials inputs. Respondents also described the kinds of materials and services supplied by these direct and indirect suppliers, which helped them distinguish between the two types when answering questions about their organizations’ purchasing practices. By making this distinction between relationships with suppliers of direct versus indirect inputs (not purchasing practices at the individual supplier level), this study is able to look at a broad range of organizations. It also ensures minimal respondent subjective bias. That is, one can distinguish relatively objectively between suppliers of direct and indirect input, which is not the case when asked to concentrate on “key” or “strategic” suppliers.

In the third and fourth parts of the questionnaire, respondents reported on their organizations’ purchasing practices with direct and indirect suppliers. For suppliers of direct materials and services, 32 indicators reflected the eight exchange and managerial aspects of the purchasing practices (i.e., the framework), and 4 global
indicators represented general descriptions of each practice (Table 1). For each of these 36 indicators, respondents indicated the extent to which it was currently practiced in their organization. For suppliers of indirect materials and services, they were asked only about how the organization generally dealt with the suppliers, and only the 4 global indicators were used so as to ensure the questionnaire did not become too long.

The fifth part involved looking at three areas. Firstly, the organization’s purchasing performance relative to its expectations about supplier lead time, on-time delivery, delivery reliability, and quality. Secondly, its marketing performance relative to expectations with regard to customer attraction and retention, customer satisfaction, sales growth, and market share. Thirdly, its financial performance in terms of its expectations with regard to profitability.

Finally, to judge whether the respondents provided an appropriate match for the study, the questionnaire solicited their personal data, including their position, how long they have held their current position, their tenure with the organization, and their formal purchasing qualifications or training. It also asked for gender and age information, consistent with previous studies of marketing practices and purchasing.

Respondents from manufacturing, wholesaling and retailing, and services were well represented in the sample. Almost two-thirds of respondents came from large organizations (more than 500 employees). Sixty-five percent of the organizations were established more than 30 years ago, and most relied on a domestic market for their sales.

Because the vast majority of respondents hold positions in purchasing and at middle and upper levels in their organization, they probably have experience, knowledge of management policies, and access to operational and quality performance data. With regard to marketing and financial performance outcomes, if respondents felt that they did not know the answer, the questionnaire encouraged them to seek this information from the appropriate departments. The average age of respondents was 47 years (minimum 21; maximum 66). The gender ratio was 57% men to 40% women; 3% left this question unanswered. The data quality assessment and the psychometric properties (including a validity assessment) of the purchasing practices measurement instrument involved several checks, as reported in the Appendix.

For each of the four purchasing practices (transaction purchasing, electronic purchasing, interactive purchasing, and network purchasing) the organization was scored against eight indicators (purpose of exchange, managerial intent, nature of communication, type of contact, duration of exchange relationship, formality of exchange, managerial focus, and managerial investment). The total score on all eight indicators for each practice was then converted into an index. For each organization, four composite measures thus indicate the extent to which that organization practices transaction purchasing, electronic purchasing, interactive purchasing, and network purchasing. However, because these practices are not mutually exclusive, each organization has its own particular mix of scores on the four purchasing practices.
Major Configurations of Purchasing Practices

Purchasing literature suggests that organizations traditionally practiced transactional purchasing but that relational practices have become more commonplace. Not all organizations have made the transition to relational purchasing, however. In reality, transactional and relational purchasing are not mutually exclusive and can be mixed in hybrid configurations. To reveal what kinds of configuration might be particularly common, this study incorporated a cluster analysis—described in more detail in Sidebar—of the index scores to determine whether it is possible to identify meaningful groups of organizations in terms of their purchasing practices.

SIDEBAR. Cluster Analysis

Before doing a cluster analysis, one needs to confirm that different variables do not suffer from substantial collinearity, which would act as a weighting factor and bias the analysis (i.e., collinear variables are implicitly weighted more heavily). The next step entails row centering the data to identify groups according to the relative importance of one construct (purchasing practice) to another and determine whether clusters with similar patterns can be identified. The hierarchical and nonhierarchical clustering methods are used sequentially to increase the validity of the solution. Using Ward’s hierarchical method and the recommended squared Euclidean distance, the most meaningful number of clusters was established and allowed a check of potential outliers. Ward’s method offers robustness, the ability to maximize within-cluster homogeneity and between-cluster heterogeneity, and the capability to recover known cluster structures.

No outliers emerged, so to determine the most appropriate number of clusters, several steps were taken. The likely range of clusters was computed, a dendogram was used to find any relatively dense branches, and incremental changes in the agglomeration coefficient were analyzed. Finally, managerial interpretability of the solution was sought.

The analysis reveals four distinct clusters of organizations that differ markedly in their emphasis on the different purchasing practices (transaction purchasing, electronic purchasing, interactive purchasing, and network purchasing) and are easily interpretable and meaningful. A nonhierarchical K-means clustering method (with the cluster centers provided by the hierarchical results as initial seed points) fine-tunes these results in a way less susceptible to outliers, the type of distance measure, or the inclusion of irrelevant and inappropriate variables in the analysis. The results from the K-means clustering (i.e., the final results) are very similar to the previous results and are presented graphically in Figure 1.
One cluster (N = 38) consists of organizations that score high on the trans-
action purchasing index and low on electronic purchasing, interactive purchasing,
and network purchasing (see Figure 1). This mix is labeled as a transac-
tional configuration. Another cluster (N = 59) consists of organizations that score low
on the transaction purchasing index and high on the electronic, interactive, and network
purchasing indexes. This mix is labeled as an integrative relational configuration.

Two additional clusters are identified. Organizations in these two clusters
achieve medium scores on the transaction purchasing index. The first configuration
(N = 52)—labeled as interpersonal dyadic configuration—shows a high score on the
interactive purchasing index but lower scores on the electronic purchasing and net-
work purchasing indices. The second of these configurations (N = 53)—labeled as
interpersonal network configuration—has a high score on both interactive purchasing
and network purchasing but a low score on the electronic purchasing index.

The transactional configuration and the integrative relational configuration
could, more or less, be seen as opposites of each other. With their medium scores
on the transaction purchasing index, the interpersonal dyadic and the interper-
sonal network configurations could be regarded as intermediate ones.
Notably, relationships mediated by the internet and other interactive technologies (i.e., electronic purchasing) reach high levels only when combined with the other two relational purchasing practices (i.e., interactive purchasing and network purchasing). In none of the clusters does network purchasing exceed interactive purchasing. Overall, in many organizations purchasing practices are pluralistic, with organizations mixing two or more different purchasing practices.

So Which Mix of Purchasing Practices Should You Choose for Your Supply Base?

The purchasing practices framework has revealed different configurations that vary in their relational intensity. Several positive effects of relational purchasing practices appear in prior literature, often relating to the enhanced performance of suppliers and buyers. With organizations spending up to 75 percent of their revenues on purchasing, the performance of the buying organization depends increasingly on supplier performance. A relational practice has positive effects on supplier quality, delivery reliability, lead time, and on-time delivery, as well as on the delivery- and quality-related performance of the buying organization itself. It also has effects on buyer performance in terms of cost and flexibility. Improvements in cost-, quality-, and delivery-related performance as a result of close buyer-supplier relations also should enable a buying organization to serve its customers better with higher-value products and improved customer service. Where an organization can deliver distinctive value to customers that should translate into better market performance. Ultimately, such advantages in market and cost performance should lead, in turn, to higher financial performance by the buying organization.

The findings of our study reveal that those organizations that have adopted an integrative relational configuration for their purchasing practices show the best performance. Figure 2 shows the comparison of the three clusters of organizations with transactional, interpersonal dyadic, and interpersonal network configurations with the cluster of organizations with an integrative relational configuration. This comparison highlights that the latter cluster performs better than any other cluster on the dimension of supplier quality. In terms of delivery reliability, organizations with an integrative relational configuration perform significantly better than those with a transactional configuration, but there is no significant difference between organizations with an integrative relational configuration and those with intermediate configurations. The integrative relational configuration outperforms the transactional configuration on supplier on-time delivery, but the performance differences with the two intermediate configurations are not significant. The four configurations are broadly comparable in terms of supplier lead time. With respect to marketing performance outcomes, the integrative relational configuration performs better than all other configurations for all marketing performance outcomes: customer attraction and retention, customer satisfaction, sales growth, and market share. This finding also applies to the financial performance outcome: profitability.

Thus, organizations using all three forms of relational purchasing practices (i.e., integrative relational configuration) perform better on at least seven but up to nine out of 10 performance outcomes compared with organizations that favor practices that are less relational (i.e., interpersonal dyadic, interpersonal network, ...
and transactional configurations). This finding is true for all marketing and financial outcomes and up to three purchasing performance outcomes (Figure 2).

No significant differences were found across clusters in terms of the organizational demographics of cluster members (i.e., industry, organization size, age, and business activities). Some differences appeared in terms of the level of technology intensity and the role of technology in the organization. Organizations with an integrative relational configuration tend to be more technology-intensive than those with other configurations, and the role of information technology in the former organizations appears greater than in the latter organizations. For organizations with an integrative relational configuration, information technology acts not just to support current business activities, but rather to redefine or drive such activities. 79

**Different Purchasing Practices in Relation to Direct and Indirect Suppliers**

The survey results indicate that—across all clusters—organizations practice more relational purchasing with direct suppliers, and more transactional purchasing with indirect suppliers. When dealing with direct suppliers, organizations make significantly more use of interactive purchasing and network purchasing than they do with indirect suppliers. In contrast, with indirect suppliers they use significantly more transactional purchasing than they do with direct suppliers. There was, however, no marked difference with respect to electronic purchasing. 80

---

**FIGURE 2. Differences in Performance Outcomes between Purchasing Configurations**

![Bar chart showing differences in performance outcomes between purchasing configurations](image)

Notes: The labels a, b, and c at the tops of the bars indicate a lower performance for the marked configuration, compared with the integrative relational configuration; a: the difference is significant at $p_{1-tail} < .01$; b: the difference is significant at $p_{1-tail} < .05$; and c: the difference is significant at $p_{1-tail} < .10$. See note 78 for the specific statistical tests used.
Discussion

The data indicate four configurations of purchasing practices, each characterized by a distinct mix of transaction purchasing, electronic purchasing, interactive purchasing, and network purchasing. Organizations with a transactional configuration (19% of the sample) and those with an integrative relational configuration (29%) generally represent the most extreme configurations. In between, intermediate configurations of practices are based on interpersonal relationships, either dyadic (26%) or network (26%). The emphasis on transaction purchasing, electronic purchasing, interactive purchasing, and network purchasing varies across configurations. Whereas interactive purchasing (based on interpersonal relationships) is pervasive and used to a great extent in all but the transactional configuration, transaction purchasing levels are generally medium to high, and used in all but the integrative relational configuration.

Thus, buying organizations manage portfolios of supplier relationships, some of which are more transactional in nature and others more relational. Transactional purchasing is not disappearing entirely, even as buying organizations move to more relational practices. Focusing solely on just two possible purchasing practices—pure transactional practice versus pure relational practice—is thus too simple a view of reality. It also obscures performance outcome differences that reflect an organization’s emphasis on particular mixes of purchasing practices. The integrative relational configuration outperforms all other configurations on the marketing and financial performance indicators, as well as on supplier quality. It also outperforms the transactional configuration on delivery reliability and supplier on-time delivery.

Purchasing practices relate to the type of supplier, such that more relational practices characterize relationships with direct suppliers, whereas more transactional practices are more common in dealing with indirect suppliers. Quality or delivery problems with direct suppliers could result in disruptions to the buying organization’s primary processes, so organizations often strive for close, cooperative relationships with critical direct suppliers. In contrast, the purchase of indirect materials and services receives far less management attention; the purchasing department may not even be involved in these purchases. Indirect supply purchases more often involve arm’s-length transactions. Because indirect suppliers also lack critical relationships with the buying organization, the organizations may perceive less risk in letting price play a more dominant role when selecting this type of supplier. That is, they practice more transactional purchasing. Our discussions with experienced purchasing professionals and academics confirm that when organizations purchase from secondary suppliers of indirect inputs, cost considerations are the most important factors. For primary suppliers of direct inputs, other factors (including supplier lead time, on-time delivery, delivery reliability, and quality) acquire greater importance.

Which organization selects which configuration cannot be explained by its size, age, or business activities. This finding contradicts what contingency theory suggests—namely, that the best approach to purchasing (relational or transactional) depends on the organizational context. Organizations are likely to make strategic choices regarding whether to focus on transactional or relational purchasing practices. However, respondents in the integrative relational configuration report that the
intensity of information technology in their organizations is high and that they use information technology to redefine their business processes. These responses coincide with the finding that the main difference between the integrative relational configuration and the other configurations is that those in that first group make extensive use of electronic purchasing. To redefine an organization by extending its boundaries and to build, enhance, sustain, and align relationships with suppliers, customers, and other partners, strategic investments in information technologies appear necessary. This is because the involvement of partners enables organizations to market new products and services, gain operational efficiencies, and enhance revenues, amongst others. Especially when an organization has a complex manufacturing system, detailed interfaces with partners, and a dynamic market environment, information technologies may effectively enable that organization to develop, alter, and strengthen its relationships with partners in its purchasing system.

Organizations that employ interactive purchasing use this alone or they combine it with either electronic purchasing or network purchasing. This observation supports arguments that suggest the primary feature of a relational practice is the level of trust between the buyer and supplier. Trust previously has been identified a key role in building successful personal interactions between employees and individual suppliers, as well as in managing risks in an organization’s supply base.

Managerial Implications

Perhaps the key finding for managerial practice is how organizations with an integrative relational configuration performed significantly better than did organizations with other configurations. This was true on a variety of purchasing, marketing, and financial performance measures. The value-creation potential of purchasing and supply management has been noted before; the current study emphasizes the need to view purchasing and supply management as a strategic function that is internally aligned and integrated with other functions. Organizations thus may find it more profitable to encourage mutual understanding and effective collaboration between marketing and purchasing; integrate technology-based interactions with suppliers; invest in interpersonal relationships across suppliers and the broader purchasing network; and consciously manage the marketing-purchasing interface.

In particular, the purchasing practices framework, depicted as a radar diagram (Figure 1), could be used as a form of scorecard. It provides a simple, easily accessible means to track and monitor the implementation of a purchasing configuration. For this study, the diagrams depict how four clusters of organizations compare in terms of the mixes of purchasing practices they employ. Each respondent answered the questions included in our measurement instrument (or “toolbox”) for all direct suppliers of his or her organization.

An individual organization could use the same measurement instrument in a slightly different way, asking each of its buyers to answer questions about the suppliers that they manage. All data for each purchasing practice (transaction purchasing, electronic purchasing, interactive purchasing, and network purchasing) then could be aggregated into single scores. Therefore, for each buyer, there
would be four scores—one per purchasing practice—that managers could plot on a buyer-specific radar diagram. On a different level, buyers often manage several purchasing categories (e.g., electronic components, spare parts, temporary labor, and office supplies), so an organization could ask its buyers to answer questions for each purchasing category that they manage, then plot radar diagrams to compare how purchasing categories are managed. Similarly, a multi-unit business organization could plot and compare how business units manage (parts of) their supply base.

Applying the measurement instrument on these various levels requires that the questions be reworded slightly to make them applicable to the buyer, category, or business unit level. For example, in this study the measurement instrument asks how purchasing is practiced in a particular organization with its direct suppliers (see Table 1); this item could be reworded to query, “How is purchasing practiced when you deal with your suppliers?” (buyer level), “How is purchasing practiced with your suppliers of product category A?” (category level), or “How is purchasing practiced in your business unit with direct suppliers?” (business unit level). Other questions in the survey may need similar slight rewording to reflect the level at which the survey takes place.

The four aggregate scores of purchasing practice—at the buyer, category, or business unit level—can be used to perform a cluster analysis, especially if the number of buyers, categories, or business units is large. Although the number of buyers or business units may be limited in any one organization, such that radar diagrams can be constructed for each, organizations typically manage so many purchasing categories that clustering becomes opportune. With the four scores, managers can devise a radar diagram per cluster, which in this case depicts how much of each purchasing practice gets used per cluster. The performance outcomes also could be evaluated per cluster.

A radar diagram of this kind then could be leveraged with target achievement levels. The gap between actual and target levels forms the basis for a focused discussion about how to bridge the gap. Over-achievement similarly could spark a discussion about whether some resources might be allocated more usefully elsewhere. Thus, the purchasing practices framework can help organizations track, monitor, and assess their purchasing practices across buyers, purchasing categories, and business units; it also can help determine the most appropriate configurations of purchasing practices to pursue.

With this performance outcome data on hand, organizations can specify their strategies, and managers can make informed decisions about the organization’s relations with groups of suppliers. Objectives, in terms of purchasing practices and performance outcomes, result from the strategy specification. The next step involves tracking, monitoring, and evaluating purchasing practices, just as managers did when mapping the current situation. Finally, managers can reassess their strategy and take corrective action (strategy re-specification) if necessary. This process should be repeated periodically.

For analyzing purchasing practices at the industry level, the process is similar, except that further distinctions are necessary to assess the purchasing practices.
indicators, such as distinguishing direct from indirect suppliers or any other variable of interest. The supplier clustering then should be run separately for the chosen variables of interest, and the remaining steps of the process should be revised accordingly. An analysis at the industry level is likely to be carried out by groups, such as chambers of commerce, consulting companies, or industry representatives.

Further Research

Conventional wisdom suggests that the emphasis in purchasing is increasingly on relational aspects. This study shows that an integrative relational configuration is also synonymous with increased performance. Yet the results indicate that when dealing with suppliers of direct inputs, almost a fifth of organizations still practice transactional purchasing. Are purchasing managers unaware of the performance implications of relational purchasing, or are these types of practices difficult to implement, perhaps because global sourcing initiatives have increased the physical distance between buyer and supplier? To help uncover the drivers behind purchasing practices, further research should investigate when and why transactional and relational purchasing, and their different combinations, exist. If such research also predicted causal relationships, it would be possible to use structural equation models to achieve both the validation of the measures and the estimation of causal relationships. The use of structural equation models also would enable further fine-tuning of the purchasing practices measurement instrument.

Further research could seek to adapt the instrument so that—within one organization—the type of practices used in relation to individual suppliers (i.e., one level lower than the buyer level) could be measured more easily. The instrument would need to be revised to address the questions that are not suitable for the individual level (e.g., the question of “nature of communication” in regard to transaction purchasing and electronic purchasing), and then validated.

This study has revealed four configurations of purchasing practices. No claims, however, are made as to whether the interpersonal dyadic configuration (that makes high use of the relational interactive purchasing practice) and interpersonal network configuration (that makes high use of the two relational interactive and network purchasing practices) are merely transition states toward the integrative relational configuration (that makes high use of all three relational purchasing practices). Using a longitudinal design, further research could capture the evolutionary patterns of purchasing practices, which would enhance greatly our knowledge of how relationships develop. Longitudinal research also might help to determine whether purchasing develops progressively along a transactional-relational purchasing continuum (from the transactional configurations, via the interpersonal dyadic and the interpersonal network configurations, to the integrative relational configuration) or whether it can move in either direction. For example, instead of traveling in a linear fashion through the four purchasing configurations, organizations may in fact employ any one at any given time, depending which specific mix of practices is felt to be most strategically advantageous. Examining the path-dependent nature of purchasing practices—that is, differences in the past lead to different purchasing practices in the future—also could reveal the route that organizations follow to integrate their purchasing practices with suppliers.
In conclusion, this study has provided significant findings regarding the measurement of purchasing practices. Additional fine tuning, using larger samples, could continue to improve the way purchasing practices are being measured.

APPENDIX
Methodology

Checks of Data Quality

The assessment of nonresponse bias relied on a comparison of the demographics of the respondents with the demographic make-up of all ISM members, which reveals that respondents are typical of ISM organizations. A time-trend extrapolation test can compare early and late responses on the key constructs; there were no significant differences. Nonresponse bias thus is not likely a problem in this study.

Because the measures all rely on a single source, common method bias in self-reported measures could be a concern. Employing the widely used Harman’s one-factor method, a factor analysis was run on all measures to examine the likelihood of a single or dominant factor. The unrotated solution shows no evidence of a dominant common factor (13 factors had eigenvalues greater than 1.0; the first factor accounts for only 22 percent of variance). There is no indication that common method bias is a serious issue for this study.

Psychometric Quality of the Purchasing Practices Measurement Instrument

The indicators of the four purchasing practices constructs are treated as formative, because each indicator describes a different facet of the latent construct. In other words, transaction purchasing, electronic purchasing, interactive purchasing, and network purchasing each result from a unique combination of indicators. Changes to one indicator are not necessarily associated with changes to the others. Although the indicators likely are correlated, they will not be highly correlated. For example, an organization’s emphasis on transaction purchasing would be stronger if the organization were to increase its focus on achieving cost savings (“find the best deal”), even if it did not change its type of communication or contact with its direct supplier.

To verify the psychometric properties of the measurement instrument, the four critical steps—that Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer propose for constructing indexes based on formative indicators—are followed: content specification, indicator specification, indicator collinearity, and external validity. These authors propose two methods for testing the validity of formative measures: the method used in the present study, which also is widely used in management studies, and the method that relies on structural equation modeling (MIMIC model). The latter method cannot be used in the present study, which neither hypothesizes causal relationships between the formative constructs nor includes reflective indicators. Also, MIMIC models often require a larger sample size.

- **Content Specification**—The classification of purchasing into transaction purchasing, electronic purchasing, interactive purchasing, and network purchasing
and the development of formative indicators of the exchange and managerial aspects of purchasing appear in our theoretical background section. All practices and indicators have been identified in prior literature and confirmed by purchasing professionals and academics.

- **Indicator Specification**—Unlike reflective indicators, formative indicators must cover all aspects of the construct. The methodology used to develop the framework of marketing practices, which is similar in its purpose to the purchasing practices framework, is studied and a literature review is conducted to identify purchasing practices and their indicators. Discussions with experienced purchasing professionals and academics helped validate the practices and indicators. This method offered confidence that the indicators effectively describe the exchange and managerial aspects of transaction purchasing, electronic purchasing, interactive purchasing, and network purchasing.

- **Indicator Collinearity**—Indicators in formative constructs are not interchangeable. If an indicator represents an almost perfect linear combination of the other indicators, it contains redundant information and does not measure a different aspect of the latent construct. To test for collinearity, a variance inflation factor (VIF) was calculated per type of practice for each indicator (\(VIF_{ij} = 1/[1 - R^2_{ij}]\), where \(R^2_{ij}\) is the coefficient of determination for the prediction of variable \(ij\) by the other indicators of practice \(j\)). Most VIFs are below 2.0, and the largest VIF is 2.8 (network purchasing, managerial investment indicator). Therefore, all VIFs are below the conservative VIF threshold of 3.3 and considerably below 10, the recommended cut-off value, and there is no evidence of excessive indicator collinearity.

- **External Validity**—To determine the external validity of the indicators for each purchasing practice construct, a global indicator was used that summarizes the essence of the construct as an external criterion—that is, the organization’s general approach to direct suppliers. Each indicator of a particular practice should be correlated with the global indicator of that same practice. Bivariate correlation analysis shows that all indicators are highly significantly and positively correlated with their respective external criterion (\(p < .02\) or better).

Within-practice correlations and across-practice correlations also show that the indicators tend to be more highly correlated with their respective global indicator than with any other external global indicator (i.e., within-practice correlations higher than across-practice correlations), which confirms the quality of the measurement instrument. The only three exceptions are type of contact, indicator of transaction purchasing, and managerial intent and purpose of exchange, both indicators of electronic purchasing, but their correlations with the global indicator are still fine in terms of their size and significance. There is no reason, theoretical or statistical, to delete these two indicators from further analysis.

Thus, for each of the four practices, the organization’s scores on eight indicators for that practice—purpose of exchange, managerial intent, nature of communication, type of contact, duration of exchange relationship, formality of exchange, managerial focus, and managerial investment—are summed and converted into
an index, theoretically ranging from .2 to 1. As final evidence for the external validity of our formative constructs the correlation between the index and the external criterion was computed. Correlations range between .601 and .805, which indicates proper external validity.110
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